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process will help elucidate events leading to misfoldingProtein Folding: Simple Models
and resulting pathologies such as prion diseases.for a Complex Process The paper by Islam and collaborators (2004) in this
issue shows that the diffusion-collision model, a simple
phenomenological model with a coarse-grained approx-
imation of protein structure, correctly describes the se-
quence of events and folding kinetics of two 60 residueTwenty-eight years after its original publication, the
/ protein domains of proteins G and L. Specifically,diffusion-collision model has successfully been ap-
the domains under observation are the B1 segments ofplied to describe the folding kinetics of two proteins
the IgG binding domain of each protein. The diffusion-with the same native structure but different sequences
collision model approximates regular elements of sec-(Islam et al., 2004, this issue of Structure). The calcula-
ondary structure ( helices and -hairpins) as hardtions show the relative importance of the primary and
spheres connected by flexible featureless stringstertiary structure on the sequence of events and fold-
(loops). These secondary structure elements are in fasting. For both proteins, the model suggests parallel
equilibrium between the native and denatured state andfolding pathways, a finding which has wide implica-
the folding process involves diffusion of these elements,tions for the interpretations of experiments.
collision, and occasional coalescence (Karplus and
Weaver, 1976). Folding rates, and the probability of iso-
To be functional, proteins must fold into a particular lating any particular folded species over time, are calcu-
three-dimensional structure (native state). Protein fold- lated using a diffusion equation. Remarkably, the validity
ing is a complex process involving noncovalent interac- of the diffusion-collision model was recently confirmed
tions throughout the entire molecule, many degrees of for  helical proteins by combined experimental (φ-value)
freedom, and a fine balance between enthalpic and en- analysis and an explicit water molecular dynamics simu-
tropic contributions to the free energy (Dill and Chan, lation study for a 61-residue three-helix bundle (En-
1997; Karplus, 2000). For single-domain proteins of less grailed homeodomain from Drosophila melanogaster)
than 100 residues, it is known that those with predomi- (Mayor et al., 2003).
nantly -helical structure in the native state fold faster The two proteins chosen by Islam et al. (2004) not
than -sheet proteins. Yet, a better understanding of only extend the range of applicability of the diffusion-
the relative role of native state structure and amino acid collision model to proteins with significant  sheet con-
sequence in the kinetics of protein folding is still needed. tent but also allow also one to isolate effects due to
The improved understanding of the folding process will kinetics and the primary or tertiary structure. This is
be of practical relevance to researchers in biotechnol- possible because, despite a sequence identity of only
ogy and medicine because a large volume of predicted 15%, protein G and protein L have the same native
protein sequences obtained from the human (and other) structure. Their folded state is symmetric and consists
genome projects require folding kinetic analysis before of a central -helix packed on a four-stranded mixed
-sheet formed by N- and C-terminal -hairpins. Thethey can be put to use. Moreover, insights in the folding
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Figure 1. Representative Snapshots (from
Left to Right and Top to Bottom) of an Implicit
Solvent Molecular Dynamics Simulation of
Protein G Unfolding at 385 K (U. Haberthuer
and A.C., unpublished results)
In this simulation, unfolding starts at the
C-terminal hairpin, but in other runs it begins
at the N-terminal hairpin (not shown). In all
frames, segments of the backbone that corre-
spond to -helix and -sheet in the native
fold are colored in red and blue, respectively.
φ-value analysis of proteins L and G indicates that for 2000). However, given the symmetric native state con-
formations of protein G and protein L, it is reasonableproteins with symmetric native structure more than one
folding pathway may exist and the route selected de- to expect a statistical distribution of parallel folding
pathways. This is supported by the experimentally ob-pends on the sequence, i.e., most favorable interactions
(McCallister et al., 2000). This is exactly what Islam and served switch in pathways upon weakening of the C-ter-
minal -hairpin (Nauli et al., 2001). In this context, Janecolleagues found using the diffusion-collision model,
which also shows that both proteins are two-state fold- Clarke and coworkers have recently reported changes
in the flux between different transition states on theers (Islam et al., 2004). The calculated sequence of
events for folding is in agreement with both experimental basis of upward curvature in the guanidinium chloride-
dependent unfolding kinetics of a -sandwich proteindata (McCallister et al., 2000), and previous molecular
dynamics simulations that used a minimalist model (Wright et al., 2003). The final sentence of their paper
states: “It remains to be established whether evolutionwhere each residue was described by one bead located
at the -carbon position (Karanicolas and Brooks, 2002). has selected sequences that fold via a single pathway,
rather than designing proteins capable of folding viaOn the other hand, the observed agreement in the fold-
ing rates obtained by diffusion-collision and the experi- multiple routes, or whether what is unusual is not the
existence of parallel pathways, but the fact that theymental means might, in part, originate from the research-
ers choice of parameters to approximate the stability of can be experimentally detected and resolved.”
Multiple pathways were also detected in implicit sol-individual elements of regular secondary structure.
Although not explicitly discussed by the authors, the vent molecular dynamics simulations of two designed
20-residue peptides, which have a sequence identityapplication of the diffusion-collision model to protein G
and protein L reveals the presence of multiple parallel of 15% but the same folded state (a three-stranded
antiparallel -sheet with tight turns at residues 6–7 andpathways. For protein G, multiple pathways were pre-
viously observed in all atom Monte Carlo simulations 14–15) (Ferrara and Caflisch, 2001). Two folding path-
ways were observed for each of the two structured pep-using a Go potential (which preferentially stabilizes inter-
actions present in the native structure) (Shimada and tides in the simulations; they involved the formation of
either of the two -hairpins followed by consolidationShakhnovich, 2002) as well as in implicit solvent molecu-
lar dynamics simulations of unfolding at 385 K (U. Ha- of the unstructured strand. For one peptide, about 1/3
and 2/3 of the folding pathways started by formation ofberthu¨r and A.C., unpublished results, Figure 1). Con-
versely, a single pathway for protein G was proposed the N-terminal and C-terminal hairpin, respectively. For
the other peptide, the statistical predominance was theon the basis of experimental data (McCallister et al.,
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Selected Readingopposite. These simulation results on structured pep-
tides demonstrated that the possible pathways are de-
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2361.
folding have been gained from simple models with a
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coarse-grained description of the protein or the solvent.
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protein folding.
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